Working bee 10th July
By Robert Bender
We had an overcast but dry day. I started off photographing bat boxes on Main Flat and noticed much
Bridal Creeper expanding with all the soil moisture.
Filled a bin with the stuff, and probably got only 1%
of what was there. A task for the next workday?

MW plot over the creek: fenced, planted, sprayed
There was quite a lot of flourishing Einadia in the
plot. Neil had brought along fencing tools, star pickets
were in and chicken wire was being pinned to the
ground and stapled to guide wires.

One bin-load went into the dumpster by the works
centre

Meanwhile another team chopped out multitudes of
weeds – onion grass, Oxalis, Serrated Tussock etc,
then dug holes and planted

Walked down to Costa’s block and found the team at
work setting up a fenced plot in which to plant two
trays of shrubs and Matrush supplied by Ian Taylor.
The plot design was dictated by Melbourne Water
whose teams had set up three along the opposite bank

Claude filled the one bucket and watered all the newly
planted seedlings

Terry Lanes Report
Arriving at the park this time without my Ute, Neil,
Claude, Maelor and I loaded the Star pickets, tools
clips and wire that Neil had purchased last month
from Bunnings into the Parks Vic Ute and were
driven down to Costas by rangers Hayden and John.
We quickly unloaded and found a good spot to erect
the fence

Just after 1:30, the last wire was tied and the plot was
done. Tools loaded back into Neil’s car and back to
the park office. Neil stayed for lunch and said he’d
take some weed-killer down afterwards and knock out
some of the dense mats of weeds. The plants spread
out over the slope have either been killed by the
drought or sculpted by the wallabies and roos. Inside
the plot, they have a better chance.

There were just enough plant tubes to fill the plot,
with four left over.

The ground was lovely and moist and driving the
pickets in was easy.

Karen walked down to meet us, later on Robert
Bender, and the fence was soon completed.

Next Working bee August 22nd
Weeding on the main flat and planting at
Costas

